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Squares

 This talk is about words (strings of symbols)

over a nite alphabet.
 A nonempty word is alled a square if it is of
the form xx, where x is a word.
 For example, here are some squares in English:
{ atlatl
{ murmur
{ tartar
{ beriberi
{ hotshots

 A word is squarefree if it

ontains no square
subwords. (A subword is a blo k of ontiguous
symbols inside another word.)
 It is easy to see that every word of length
 4 over the alphabet  = f0; 1g ontains a
square.
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Squarefree Words

 Are there arbitrarily large squarefree words over

an alphabet of size 3?
 The Norwegian mathemati ian Axel Thue proved
in 1906 that there are arbitrarily large squarefree words (and hen e in nite squarefree words)
over an alphabet of size 3.
 One su h word begins

210201210120210201202101210201210120   

 This word is the

xed point of the mor-

phism g , whi h sends 2

! 210, 1 ! 20,

and 0 ! 1.
 His onstru tion was redis overed many times,
for example, by Marston Morse in 1921 and
by the Dut h hess master Max Euwe in 1929.
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Cubes and Overlaps

 A nonempty word is

alled a ube if it is of
the form xxx, where x is a word.
 The English sort-of-word shshsh is a ube,
as is the Finnish word kokoko.

A

word is an overlap if it is of the form
axaxa, where a is a single letter and x is
a (possibly empty) word.
 The English words
{ alfalfa
{ entente
{ kinnikinnik

are overlaps. You an think of an overlap as
a \2 + " or just \2+" power, sin e it is just
slightly larger than a square.
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Overlap-free Words

 Thue also proved that there exists an in

nite
word over a 2-letter alphabet that avoids overlaps (and hen e ubes).
 His example begins

01101001100101101001011001101001100   

and is now known as the Thue-Morse word.
 It is the xed point of the morphism , whi h
sends 0 ! 01 and 1 ! 10.
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Fra tional Powers

 The generalization to higher powers of words

should be lear
 How about rational powers?
 We say a word w is an e'th power (e rational)
if there exist words y; y 0 2  su h that w =
y ny 0 and y 0 is a pre x of y with

 Examples:

j
y 0j
e=n+ :
jy j

is a 32 -power.
{ edu ated is a 34 -power.
{ onion is a 35 -power.

{ tormentor

 A word avoids e'th powers if it

ontains no
subwords that are e0 powers for e0  e.
 A word avoids e+'th powers if it ontains
no subwords that are e0 powers for e0 > e.
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Enumerating Words Avoiding Patterns

 We

an ount the number of words of length
n avoiding squares, overlaps, ubes, et .
 Enumeration is hard! Gaps between upper
and lower bounds are often frustratingly large
 For the squarefree words over a 3-letter alphabet, it is known that

1:118419n < s(n) < 1:302128n

for all suÆ iently large n.
 Enumeration is hard for the squarefree words
be ause we don't understand their stru ture
very well.
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Enumerating Words Avoiding Patterns
Open Problem 1

Find a simple des ription
for the lexi ographi ally least squarefree word

01020120210120102012   
over f0; 1; 2g.

 By

ontrast, we do understand the stru ture
of overlap-free words over a 2-letter alphabet
very well.
 For example, the lexi ographi ally least overlapfree word over f0; 1g is known to be
001001 t = 0010011001011001101001   
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Enumerating Words Avoiding Patterns

 Restivo and Salemi proved that there are only

polynomially many overlap-free binary words
of length n.
 The urrent best upper bound is O(n1:37),
due to Lepisto
 On the other hand, the gap for the sequen e
(un)n0 ounting the number of overlap-free
words over f0; 1g is more fundamental, as
Cassaigne proved in 1993 that

supfr : un = (nr)g < inf fs : un = O(ns)g:
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Enumerating Words Avoiding Patterns

 Restivo and Salemi proved that there are only

polynomially many overlap-free binary words
of length n.
 Brandenburg proved there are exponentially
many ubefree binary words of length n.
 Open question of Kobayashi (1986):
At what exponent 2 < e < 3 does the
number of words avoiding e'th powers jump
from polynomial to exponential?

 The

surprising answer is e = 7=3. There
are only polynomially many words of length
n avoiding 37 powers, but exponentially many
+
7
avoiding 3 powers.
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The Upper Bound
De omposition Theorem. Let x be a word
avoiding -powers, with 2 <  7=3. Let 

be the Thue-Morse morphism, sending 0 ! 01,
1 ! 10. Then there exist binary words u; v; y
with

u; v 2 f; 0; 1; 00; 11g
su h that x = u(y )v .
Corollary. Let 2 <  73 . There are O(nlog2 25) =
O(n4:644 ) binary words of length n that avoid powers.

Proof. Let x = x0 be a nonempty binary word
that is -power-free, with 2 <  37 . Then by

the de omposition theorem we an write

x0 = u1(x1)v1
with ju1j; jv1j  2. If jx1j  1, we an repeat
the pro ess, writing

x1 = u2(x2)v2:
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The Upper Bound
Continuing in this fashion, we obtain the deomposition

xi = ui(xi)vi
until jxt+1 j = 0 for some t. Then
x0 = u1(u2)    t 1(ut 1)t(xt)
t 1(vt 1)    (v2)v1:
Then from the inequalities

1  j xt j  4

and

2jxij  jxi 1j  2jxij + 4;

for 1  i  t, an easy indu tion gives

2t  jxj  2t+3 4:
Thus t  log2 jxj < t + 3, and so
log2 jxj 3 < t  log2 jxj:
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The Upper Bound

 There are at most 5 possibilities for ea h ui

and vi, and there are at most 22 possibilities
for xt (sin e 1  jxtj  4 and xt is -powerfree).
 Inequality (1) shows there are at most 3 possibilities for t.
 Letting n = jxj, we see there are at most
3  22  52 log2 n = 66nlog2 25 words of length n
that avoid -powers.
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Arbitrarily Large Squares
Theorem. Every in nite 37 -power-free binary
word ontains arbitrarily large squares.

Proof.

 Let w be an in nite 37 -power-free binary word.
 By the de omposition theorem and Eq. (1),

any pre x of w of length 2n+5 ontains n+2(0)
as a fa tor.
 But n+2(0) = n(0110), so any pre x of
length 2n+5 ontains the square fa tor xx
with x = n(1).
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The Magi Number 7=3

 Narad Rampersad has also found another re-

lated property of 73 :
 The Thue-Morse word t and its omplement
t are the only in nite binary words avoiding
7 -powers that are xed points of a non-trivial
3
morphism.
 This improves a 1982 theorem due to Seebold.
 On e again the number 37 is best possible,
sin e the morphism sending
0
1

! 0110100110110010110
! 1001011001001101001

+
7
has a xed point that is 3 -power-free.
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Avoiding Large Squares

 As we have seen, it is impossible for in

nite

binary words to avoid all squares
 But is it possible to avoid arbitrarily large squares?
 Yes! Entringer, Ja kson, and S hatz proved in
1974 that there exists an in nite binary word
ontaining no squares yy with jy j  3.
 Their strategy: start with any word over three
letters that avoids squares, su h as

210201210120210201202101210201210120   

Repla e ea h letter by applying the morphism
h, as follows:
0
1
2

! 1010
! 1100
! 0111

The resulting word
w

= 011111001010011110101100   

has the desired properties.
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Avoiding Large Squares

 The proof is rather te hni al, but here are the

basi ideas.
 We divide the proof into two ases: w avoids
small squares xx, with 3  jxj  8, and w
avoids large squares, jxj > 8.
 To see that it avoids small squares, it suÆ es
to he k the image of all squarefree strings of
length  5.
 To see that it avoids large squares, we argue
by ontradi tion. It suÆ es to he k ertain
properties of the morphism.
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Avoiding Large Squares

 The fa t that 3 is best possible

an be proved

purely me hani ally.
 Given a set of forbidden patterns P , we reate
a tree T as follows:
{ The root of T

is labeled  (the empty string).
{ If a node is labeled w and avoids P , then it
is an internal node with two hildren, where
the left hild is labeled w0 and the right
hild is labeled w1.
{ If it does not avoid P , then it is an external
node (or \leaf").

 No in

nite word avoiding P exists if and only
if T is nite.
 Breadth- rst sear h an be used to verify that
T is nite.
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Avoiding Large Squares

 Furthermore,

ertain parameters of T orrespond to information about the nite words
avoiding P :
{ the number of leaves n is one more than
the number of internal nodes, and so n 1
represents the total number of nite words
avoiding P ;
{ if the height of the tree (i.e., the length of
the longest path from the root to a leaf) is
h, then h is the smallest integer su h that
there are no words of length  h avoiding
P;
{ the internal nodes at depth h 1 gives the
all words of maximal length avoiding P ;
 In the ase of Entringer-Ja kson-S hatz, let
P be the set of all squares of length  3.
 The resulting tree is nite. It has height 19,
and ontains 478 leaves. The longest label is
010011000111001101 and its omplement.
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Avoiding Both Powers and Large Squares

 Dekking

onsidered avoiding both ubes and
large squares over f0; 1g.
 He proved that there exists an in nite binary
word avoiding both ubes xxx and squares yy
with jy j  4.
 Furthermore, the bound 4 is best possible.
 This suggests the following natural problem.
For ea h length l  1, determine the fra tional exponent e su h that
{ There

is no in nite binary word simultaneously avoiding squares yy with jy j  l and
e'th powers
{ There is an in nite binary word simultaneously avoiding squares yy with jy j  l and
e+'th powers
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Avoiding Both Powers and Large Squares
Summary of Results
minimum length l avoidable unavoidable
of square avoided power
power
2
none
all

3
4; 5; 6
7

3+
(5=2)+
(7=3)+

3

5=2
7=3

 The unavoidability results are proved using the

tree-traversal te hnique
 The avoidability results are proved using a
strategy similar to Entringer-Ja kson-S hatz:
we start with a word over f0; 1; 2g avoiding
squares, and then repla e ea h symbol by an
appropriately- hosen binary string.
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Avoiding Both Powers and Large Squares

 To show there is an in

nite binary word avoiding 3+ powers and squares yy with jy j  3,
we use the map
0
1
2

! 0010111010
! 0010101110
! 0011101010

 To show
there is an in
+

nite binary word avoiding 52 powers and squares yy with jy j  4,
we use a map sending ea h letter to a string
of 1560 letters. (!)
 To show
there is an in nite binary word avoid+
7
ing 3 powers and squares yy with jy j  7,
we use a map sending ea h letter to a string
of 252 letters.
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Example of the Morphism for Length 7
0

!

1

!

2

!

001101001011001001101100101101001100101100100110110010110011010
010110010011011001011010011001011001101001101100100110100110010
110100110110010011010010110010011011001011010011001011001101001
101100100110100101100100110110010110011010011001011010011011001
001101001011001001101100101101001100101100100110110010110011010
011001011010011011001001101001011001101001101100100110100110010
110100110110010011010010110010011011001011010011001011001101001
101100100110100101100100110110010110011010011001011010011011001
001101001011001001101100101101001100101100110100110110010011010
011001011010011011001001101001011001001101100101101001100101100
100110110010110011010010110010011011001011010011001011001101001
101100100110100101100100110110010110011010011001011010011011001
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How Were the Morphisms Found?

 How were these morphisms found?
 In the rst ase, we iteratively generated all

words of length 1; 2; 3; : : : (up to some bound)
that avoid both 3+ powers and squares yy
with jy j  3.
 We then guessed su h words were the image
of a k-uniform morphism applied to a squarefree word over f0,1,2g.
 For values of k = 2; 3; : : :, we broke up ea h
word into ontiguous blo ks of size k, and
dis arded any word for whi h there were more
than 3 blo ks.
 For ertain values of k, this pro edure eventually resulted in 0 words tting the riteria.
 At this point we knew a k-uniform morphism
annot work, so we in reased k and started
over.
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How Were the Morphisms Found?

 Eventually a k was found for whi h the num-

ber of su h words appeared to in rease without bound.
 We then examined the possible sets of 3 kblo ks to see if any of them were suitable.
This gave our andidate morphism.
 Pas al O hem has found similar morphisms
using a more automated approa h. See his
talk in this onferen e.
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The Shue Problem

 Prodinger and Urbanek in 1983 studied the

avoidan e of arbitrarily large squares in binary
words.
 They were unable to answer the following question: is there a pair of in nite binary words,
avoiding arbitrarily large squares, su h that
their perfe t shue ontains arbitrarily large
squares?
 Here, by the perfe t shue of two in nite
words w = a0a1a2    and x = b0b1b2   
we mean the word

a0b0a1b1a2b2    :
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The Shue Problem
The answer is yes. Consider the morphism f
de ned by
0
1

! 001
! 110:

The xed point

f ! (0) = 001001110001001110110110   

begins with arbitrarily large squares of the form
f n(0)f n(0). It is the shue of two words
0 1 0 1 0 0

and



0 0 1 1 0 1

ea h of whi h avoids squares xx with jxj  4.
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Generalized Repetition Threshold

 Brandenburg and Dejean

onsidered the problem of determining the repetition threshold :
the least exponent = (k) su h that there
exist in nite words over a k-letter alphabet
that avoid +-powers.
 Dejean proved that (3) = 47 .

onje tured that (4) = 57 and (k) =
k for k  5.
k 1
 Pansiot proved that (4) = 57
 Moulin-Ollagnier proved that Dejean's onje ture holds for 5  k  11.
 Dejean's onje ture is still open.

 She also
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Generalized Repetition Threshold

 With Ilie and O hem, I generalized the repeti-

tion threshold of Dejean to handle avoidan e
of all suÆ iently large fra tional powers.
 Pansiot also suggested looking at this generalization at the end of his paper, but to the
best of my knowledge no one else has pursued
this question.
 We say that an in nite word is ( ; `)-free if it
ontains no powers x for  and jxj  `.
 The generalized repetition threshold R(k; `)
is de ned to be the least su h that there
exist in nite words over a k-letter alphabet
that are ( ; `)-free.
 Thus R(k; 1) is the repetition threshold of Dejean and Brandenburg.
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 We were able to show that

3+
R(3; 2) =
2+
4
R(3; 3) =
3+
3
R(2; 4) =
2

 However, many open problems remain.
Open Problem 2
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Avoiding Reversed Fa tors

 Let us

onsider avoiding reversed fa tors, that
is, reating in nite words where if w is a fa tor, then its reversal wR is not.
 Evidently it is not possible to avoid all reversed fa tors, sin e fa tors of length 1 annot
be avoided.
 But we ould onsider avoiding all suÆ iently
large reversed fa tors.
 Over a 2-letter alphabet, we an avoid reversed fa tors of length  5, and the number
5 is best possible.
 All su h in nite words are ultimately periodi ,
and they have a simple des ription.
 Over a 3-letter alphabet, we an avoid reversed fa tors of length  2, and evidently
2 is best possible.
 Again, all su h in nite words are ultimately
periodi .
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 Alon, Gryt zuk, Halusz zak, and Riordan proved
that there exists an in nite squarefree word
over a 4-letter alphabet that avoids palindromes
x with jxj  2.
 Over a 5-letter alphabet, however, there are
in nite squarefree words with an even stronger
property: they also avoid all reversed fa tors
of length  2.
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Avoidability and Repetition Complexity
Ilie, Yu, and Zhang (2002) de ned the repetition omplexity of a string w to be the smallest
number of symbols needed to represent w using
on atenation and exponentation where
 exponents are represented in de imal
 exponentiation and on atenation an be nested
 parentheses, on atenation symbol, and exponentiation symbol not ounted
They showed the existen e of a family of binary
strings with

j
wj log log jwj
R (w ) 
:
log jwj
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Avoidability and Repetition Complexity
We an prove

Theorem. There exist arbitrarily long words
w 2 f0; 1g with R(w)  jwj=2.
Proof. Apply the morphism

0 ! 1010
1 ! 1100
2 ! 0111

to the squarefree word that is a xed point of

2 ! 210
1 ! 20
0!1
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Avoidability and Repetition Complexity
Theorem. For all words w 2 f0; 1g we have
 
j
wj
R (w )  8
:

9

Proof. Every binary word of length 9 ontains
either a square xx with jxj  2, or 000, or 111.

Ea h of these leads to a ompression by at least
1 symbol.
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Additional Open Problems
Open Problem 3

Is there an in nite word
over some nite subset of Z that avoids all subwords of the form ww0 with

jw j = jw 0 j

and

X

X 0
w=
w ?

Open Problem 4 Is there an in nite word
over f0; 1; 2g avoiding ww0 with w a permutation of w0, for jwj = jw0j  2?
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